Introduction
Differential geometry is a traditional yet currently very active branch of p mathematics with applications notably in a number of areas of physics. Until recen applications in the theory of statistics were fairly limited, but within the last few y there has been intensive interest in the subject. This paper is in four main parts. First a very brief outline is given of some ideas differential geometry, followed by a sketch of some of the early statistical applicati Then a summary is given of more recent work applying differential geometry to asymptotic theory of statistical inference. Finally, current work and possible direction the future are discussed.
For a systematic account of many of the topics discussed here, see the recent monograph of Amari (1985) .
2 Some introductory remarks on differential geometry Differential geometry began as the study of the local properties of curves and surfaces in three-dimensional space. Such notions as the curvature and torsion (twistedness) of curves and the curvature of surfaces are fundamental. In the study of curves drawn on a surface, a key notion is that of a geodesic, a curve of minimum length joining two points. On the surface of the unit sphere, a geodesic is part of a great circle.
When these notions are extended to higher dimensions and more abstract settings, we consider a coordinate system that specifies a point P on an m-dimensional 'surface' by (wo1 ,..., om); note that the indices are identifiers, not powers. The squared 'distance' between two neighbouring points P and P + dP, (w), . . . , om), (01 + do, ...., Oum + dom), is assumed given by the quadratic form grs do' d os, (2.1) where:
(i) the grs, with g, = gs,, are functions of position forming the so-called metric tensor;
(ii) the convention is adopted that if the same letter occurs in lower and upper positions, it is summed from 1,. .. , m, so that in full (2.1) is Sg, dw' dwo; r,s = 1 (iii) if the quadratic form (2.1) is positive-definite the surface is said to form a Riemannian space or Riemannian manifold.
For example, if the surface is the unit sphere, in Cartesian coordinates an arbitrary point has coordinates of the form (sin 0 cos V, sin 0 sin 4, cos 4) and the squared Euclidean distance between two adjacent points is (d4))2 + sin2 4(d4l)2. (2.2)
Thus if o' = 4, t2 = 9, expression (2.1) applies with gll = 1, g12 In (2.2) we have considered the surface as embedded in a higher space; the unit sphere is embedded in three-dimensional space. In is regarded as defining a Riemannian manifold in its own rig curvature can be discovered and measured by exploration on the without going into three dimensions.
Genuinely geometric ideas should be independent of a coordina is important to examine behaviour under transformation o construction of invariants. An important concept illustrated by (2.3) and (2.4) is the law of transformatio contravariant (upper index) and covariant (lower index) tensors. There is a very explored calculus for such quantities, a key role being played by the metric tensor its matrix inverse g". For example, a covariant tensor trs of rank two is transform change of coordinates w --) i according to the analogue of (2.4), rs a1ir aQI)s tuv, and the contravariant version t", which satisfies t"rs = grUgSV"t,, trs = gg,~ t"u V, obeys -' 80s trs = tuv. dO~u dO ee
In applications Riemannian geometry is closely linked to the investigation of qu obeying tensor laws of transformation.
One further key idea can be introduced via any one of the equivalent notions co differentiation, absolute differentiation and parallel transport of vectors. Technic key concept is that of a connection. Consider initially a Riemannian space on wh defined a curve C along which w' = w'(A) (r = 1, ..., m), where A is real. Supp at each point P in the m-dimensional manifold there is given an m-dimensional v = v(P), with covariant components v,. The set of all such vectors at point P regarded as forming a space, called the tangent space to the manifold at P. Now le P + dP be two adjacent points on C corresponding to A and A + dA. To intro geometrically meaningful notion of differentiation of v, we have to consider {difference of v(P + dP) and v(P)}/dA, that is to compare vectors in two different tangent spaces. We must thus link the fram reference at P + dP with that at P and in a general discussion there is no unique doing this. Without such a link the difference between v(P + dP) and v(P) is inde defined. A linkage may be achieved by introducing a set of quantities Ft at each called coefficients of connection. We define, in component form, the absolute deriv v with respect to A along the curve C:
If we take the curve C to correspond to a coordinate line, say that of the c we obtain as a special case of (2.5) .7) dA c c" dA is unsatisfactory because (2.7) is not a tensor. For example, the vanishing of not have an invariant geometrical meaning independent of the coordinate syst
The physical meaning of F, is best seen from (2.6). Thus FT3 determines th of v, on the change of v2 when we move a small distance in the 03 direction.
If as we move along the curve C DvrIDA = 0 (r = 1,..., m), (2.8)
we say that the vector v is subject to parallel displaceme connection coefficients Ft. In this formulation a curve C point satisfies (2.8) is called a geodesic relative to the straight lines in Euclidean space. Now in this discussion the Ft are arbitrary, except for t under transformation of coordinates, although for some the symmetry requirement Ft = TF~,r. We can establ neighbouring tangent spaces in many different ways. In be sensible to choose the TF so that the curves of some sp In developing (2.5)-(2.8) the metric tensor is not used and indeed the definiti to manifolds in which the element (2.1) is not defined (or is disregarded). Such said to be of affine connection, its properties being directly determined by th however, the metric (2.1) is available, a particular connection is of special impo Using this connection the length of tangent vectors and the angle between tw vectors are unchanged under parallel transport and the geodesic connecting two and Q is a curve of minimum length joining the points. To achieve these prop special choice, rtr = ?gU igs u + ,, (2.
is made, called the Riemannian connection. For a manifold embedded in R corresponds to projecting the tangent space at P + dP onto that at P, orthogon respect to the metric g,. The quantities (2.9) are called the Christoffel symbols.
From the connection coefficients Ft in general can be defined an invariant m the curvature of the space. The geometrical interpretation is that a vector mo parallel transport from P around an infinitesimal closed curve back to P is un and only if the curvature at P is zero. The space is said to be flat if the curvatur at all points. Note particularly, though, that a manifold can be endowed w different Fst and the measurement of the curvature of a manifold will depen choice of connection coefficients.
In recent years there has been increasing emphasis in differential geometry on coordinate-free approaches. This leads to deeper understanding of underlying concepts. At an introductory level and for handling specific problems the rather more concrete view outlined above is likely to be preferable. There is a close analogy with the role of the coordinate-free approach to linear models.
For an introductory account of differential geometry emphasizing three-dimensional geometrical concepts, see Stoker (1969) . For an elementary 'old fashioned' account of Riemannian geometry and tensor calculus, see Weatherburn (1957) ; and for a much more modern yet quite concrete discussion see Richtmyer (1981, Ch. 26, 27) . To savour the flavour of a modern coordinate-free approach, examine Boothby (1975) . There are, however, a large number of books on the subject and choice between them is very much a matter of taste.
The key ideas of which at least some qualitative understanding is needed to appreciate what follows are the following: metric tensor, Riemannian geometry, tensor, space of affine connection, curvature.
the distance between the distributions corresponding to ow and w', in particular flog PY p(y; 'o)) -p(y; o) } dy.
As w'--o, Jeffreys showed that this leads to the quadratic form ir do dw, where ( log p(y; () ? log p(y; .) irs =E{lo Yg ( 'o (3.1) is the expected or Fisher information, so that the metric t tensor. Jeffreys then argued that to achieve invariance o reparameterization that density should be proportional to {det (iS)}1. Rao (1945 Rao ( , 1949 ) considered a parametric family of distributions and defined distance via the Fisher information matrix as in (3.1). He then studied the resulting Riemannian space and, in particular, determined the geodesic distance between distributions in some special cases; for a direct further development, see Atkinson & Mitchell (1981) , who discuss the determination of geodesics in more detail, and Burbea & Rao (1982 and Skovgaard (1984) . A superficially different line of development stems from Beale (1960) , who considered nonlinear normal theory regression. The work of Bates & Watts (1980 , Hamilton, Bates & Watts (1982) and Johansen (1983) develops this theme.
See also Paizman (1982 Paizman ( , 1984 . In nonlinear regression the curvature and interesting geometric structure arise from the systematic part of the model and the objective is to obtain simple measures of the extent to which the simple 'exact' results of linear model theory are distorted.
Much of the recent work, however, arises from interest in curved exponential families, i.e. exponential family distributions in which the dimension of the minimal sufficient statistic exceeds that of the parameter space, and especially from the paper of Efron (1975) and the accompanying discussion; for some results on full exponential families, see B.R. Rao (1960) . Some aspects of this work will now be described in more depth. T,, = E (arl a,l a,l).
From this and the information tensor i a whole one-parameter family of connect is defined by Tt' = OrF, -a2T,,ri"'. (4.2)
The a-connections were introduced by Chentsov (1972) , Dawid (1975 Dawid ( , 1977 an (1982a) . They are of particular relevance in the study of the higher-order asym theory of statistical inference for exponential models. The parameter a of this f allowed to take any real value. Furthermore, in (4.2), oF denotes the Riem connection determined from i, as defined by (2.9), and i"rs is the (r, s) element inverse of i. The connection 17 is termed the ar-connection of the statistical mo Using (4.1) the defining equation ( value parameter can thus be described as a-geodesic for a = -1. The 'F a connections are often denoted, alternatively, by er and '"F and are referred to a exponential and the mixture connection, respectively; see for instance Amari (19 Quite generally, if A is a differentiable manifold equipped with a metric tensor connection F, and if Ao is a submanifold of A, then g and F induce, in a canonical metric tensor and a connection on Ao. Furthermore, the 'curvature' of A in the ge determined by F is described in terms of a certain tensor R which is called the Riem Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor and which is derived from the conn coefficients by R = a -a R x= rr rx t vrr, + trvU_ -r,,r where xt indicates the coordinates considered for At and thus F = F(x). Now let Fo be a connection on 40, whether the one induced from (it, g, F) or not. The RiemannChristoffel curvature determined by TF measures how Ao, considered by itself, is curved, and this curvature is spoken of as the intrinsic curvature of Ao. However, one may also ask how A~ curves considered as a submanifold of At, relative to the geometric structures of A given by g and F. This latter type of curvature is called the imbedding curvature or the Euler-Schouten curvature of A4o relative to (it, g, F) . If the coordinate system (x', . . . , xk) for A is chosen so that Ao is given by xd+l = xd+2 ... = = 0, and if the In the setting, outlined above, where Ao is a curved exponential submodel of an exponential model t, as given by (4.4), the information metric i and the a-connections 'T are useful in developing and interpreting higher-order asymptotic properties of estimators, tests and confidence regions (Amari, 1982a (Amari, ,b, 1983  Kumon & Amari, 1983).
To illustrate this, suppose we have a sample xl, ... , x, from the model -Ao and let do be the maximum likelihood estimator of the (d-dimensional) parameter o of At. The conditional distribution of do given an, in general approximate, ancillary statistic may be expanded asymptotically as n -co in an Edgeworth series and the terms of order n-1 and n-1 may to a certain extent be expressed and interpreted by means of the information metric i, the cr-connections 'F, -'F and -IF and the associated intrinsic curvatures and imbedding curvatures of Ao; see .
As another, but related, example one has that, if 6 is an arbitrary bias-corrected first-order efficient estimator of w, then the variance matrix of a can be expanded as E{(o' -E'&r)(6'S -ECS)} = i"rn-l + {(-1f2)rs + 2(1H2)rs + (-1H2)rs}n-2 + O(n-3), (4.5) where (-~l2)rS = -ru-l vw iVuw (1 < r, s, t, u, v, w < (1H2) = 1HHu Hwitviuw (1 r, s, t, v < d; d + 1 < u, w (-1H2)r = -= -1H ',wit"i"w (1 L r, s < d; d + 1 L t, u, v, w all quantities being expressed in a coordinate system on A having ol,..., tod components. This coordinate system is furthermore arranged so that 6) is expressing c in the coordinate system and taking the first d components.
result (4.5) is due to Efron (1975) . It was extended to arbitrary d by Madsen (1979) and Amari (1982a) . The term (4.6) is the 'square' of the (-on 4to, sometimes called the 'naming curvature' of AJto. There exists a param .Ao for which this vanishes identically if and only if the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor determined by -1T vanishes; this is generally not the case. However, the naming curvature can be made 0 at any given point of Ao by choosing the parameterization o to coincide with the (-1)-geodesic coordinates at that point. The term (4.7), sometimes referred to as the 'Efron excess' expresses how much 00 curves in E; it vanishes if 00 = e n L for some affine subspace L of Rk, in which case A4to is not a genuinely curved subfamily of t. While the terms (4.6) and (4.7) are common to all first-order efficient estimators Co, the third term (4.8) depends on the choice of estimator. It vanishes if the estimator is the maximum likelihood estimator d6, because those i? T which yield one and the same value of 6) form an affine subset of T, that is a subset of the form T n L for some affine subset L of Rk There is an interesting alternative way of expressing (4.7), noted by Pierce (1975) and Reeds (1975) ; see also Madsen (1979) . For notational simplicity let 4r and iri (1 < r, s < d) denote the first-and second-order derivatives of the log likelihood function 1 of 9to, that is 1= 1(w) = .(w) -x -K(0(w)) and r 4= 1, r = r, ,sl, where now ,r = alar'. Moreover, let l'r* be the residual of il, after linear regression on the score vector 1, and set Xrs, tu = {E(l(*, + irs)(l*u + +it4)}; that is, X is the variance matrix of the residuals lr. Then .9) where j* = -* is the residual of the observe regression on 1. Efron (1975) would seem to be a natural and useful approximate ancillary for inference on t. This led to a series of investigations (Efron & Hinkley, 1978; Hinkley, 1978 Hinkley, , 1980 Cox, 198 Barndorff-Nielsen, 1980 ,c, 1985 Amari, 1982b Amari, , 1983 Buehler, 1982; Ama & Kumon, 1983; McCullagh, 1984a; Skovgaard, 1985) conce ing conditional inference, ancillarity and sufficiency.
The relation (4.9) can be taken as defining the 'statistical curvature' of an arbitrary one-parameter model, whether (curved) exponential or not. For a discussion of t geometrical interpretation in this more general setting, see Efron (1975) and appendix Al of Amari (1982a) . The reader is also referred to Efron (1975) for a numb of examples and for a discussion of the role of y2 in hypothesis testing.
For an arbitrary parametric model A viewed as a differentiable manifold equip with the connection T given by (4.2) one may ask whether there exists a parameteriz tion to of A for which Tr(wo) = 0 (4.10) for a given ar and for all i, j, k. If (4.10) hol be ar-flat. This can be achieved if and only if determined by T vanishes on iQ. This is rar greater than 1. However, for d = 1 we a exponential then for a = -1, -i and 0 the pa respectively, the asymptotic bias-reducing, transformations, whereas the value a = 3 pr expected third derivative of the log like differential-geometric interpretation of ea (1982) .
It is always possible to choose the parameterization so that (4.10) is satisfied at any given point of A, namely by choosing geodesic coordinates around that point. This fact can be used to construct second-order ancillary statistics for curved exponential models, using the (--)-connection (Amari, 1982b) .
Returning to the above setting of a curved submodel Jto of the exponential model t of (4.4), for any given element o of A let us consider the set "A(w) consisting of those elements of Xt which can be connected to o by an a-geodesic curve in t such that this curve is orthogonal to Ao at t with respect to the information metric on AW. We suppose, for a fixed ar, that the sets "A(o) are disjoint and fill all of A. Since the observed mean .
(at least for sufficiently large sample size n) can be considered as an element of Xt, namely the element whose mean value parameter r equals i, we can define the a-estimator of t as the uniquely determined point C OE Q for which ~ e "A(Ji). Note that for a = -1 we have C = d6, the maximum likelihood estimator of to. For a = 1 the estimator is referred to as the dual maximum likelihood estimator. The well-known relation between maximum likelihood estimation and the discrimination, or Kullb Leibler, information measure has counterparts in ar-estimation, -1 < a r < 1, see a dices A.2 and A.3 of Amari (1982a) . In this connection, see also Eguchi (1983) .
On a more formal level the concept of tensors and the notational conven developed in differential geometry have turned out to be very convenient, for inst the treatment of cumulants, Hermite polynomials and Edgeworth expansions (Am McCullagh, 1984a,b) . To exemplify, the Edgeworth expansion to n-1 for an r-dimensional statistic z, calculated from a sample x1, . .. , x, and havin value 0, can under rather broad regularity assumptions be written simply as p(z) = gq(z; y){l + H1 + H2} + O(n-3/2), where y is the precision of z, that is the inverse of the variance matrix of z, whe denotes the probability density function of the r-dimensional normal distribu mean 0 and precision y, and where HI and H2, of order n-2 and n-I, respec
given by HI = 1Kr'sth,,(Z;; y), H2 = -1Kr',stuh~st(z; y) + Krs,tKu,v,wh (z; y).
In these expressions Kr,st and Kr,s,tu are the third-and fourth-order joint cumulant r coordinates of z, while h,,t(z; y), h,,tu(z; y) and h,,,,w(z; y) are tensorially versions of the multivariate Hermite polynomials. Written in this way the Edg expansion looks no more complicated in the multivariate case than in the one-dim
case.
An entirely different kind of application of advanced parts of statistical problems concerning shapes of random polygons and three-dimensional space occurs in papers by Kendall (1981 , 1 Kendall (1980 , Kendall & Young (1984) . (i) One approach to asymptotic inference for arbitrary parametric models t is to approximate t locally at each parameter value by an exponential family determined by the first few terms of a Taylor expansion of the log model function. This associates an exponential model with each parameter value and the collection of such models forms what is called a fibre bundle over N. This fibre bundle can itself be considered as a differentiable manifold. A more general approach still attaches a Hilbert space of random variables to each parameter value and treats the collection of these spaces as a fibre bundle over A, called the Hilbert bundle. The Hilbert bundle can, in particular, be equipped with connections in generalization of the ar-connections. This makes it possible to define more refined exponential family approximations. See Amari (1984 Amari ( , 1985 .
(ii) One may consider inference about a parameter of interest when the number of nuisance parameters tends to infinity with the number of observations (Kumon & Amari, 1984) . Asymptotic properties are approached via estimating equations: it is possible that the differential geometric structure of the estimating equation approach for finite samples can be elucidated.
Further, the approach of Kumon and Amari may be useful for semiparame inference. A completely nonparametric approach would require the infinite-dimens manifold of all probability density functions, and this involves substantial tech difficulties.
(iii) Applications to time series models (Amari, 1984) and more generally to infere in stochastic processes raise special problems.
(iv) In wide generality, differentiable manifolds may be equipped with a Riemann metric and with a connection different from the Riemannian one. Equivalently one consider a Riemannian manifold having an associated covariant tensor of rank 3, calle a statistical context the skewness tensor. Lauritzen (1984) (v) Observed conditional information metrics and a-connections, using an ancil statistic, can be used instead of geometric structures based on unconditional expectati (Barndorff-Nielsen, 1984b ).
(vi) Transformation models and in particular exponential transformation models can studied from the viewpoint of differential geometry (Barndorff-Nielsen, 19 Barndorff-Nielsen & Jupp, 1984b; Eriksen, 1984) .
(vii) Inference via profile likelihoods (i.e. likelihood functions maximized ov nuisance parameters) and marginal inference can be studied in relation to L-sufficie (R6mon, 1984) and to the transfer of geometric structures by submersion (Barndor Nielsen & Jupp, 1984a,b) .
(viii) Statistics that are parameterization invariant, such as the likelihood ratio stati can sometimes be expressed with insight as geometrical invariants. McCullagh & (1985) use this approach to obtain a simplified form for asymptotic expansions associa with the likelihood ratio statistic.
(ix) Differential geometry can be used in the study of residuals for problems more general than the linear model; see Cook & Tsai (1985) .
(x) A foliation of a manifold is a partition of the manifold into submanifolds, all of the same dimension. The notion of foliation can be used in connection with statistical models and their properties, in particular independence properties (Barndorff-Nielsen, 198 Lauritzen, 1984) . In summary, it seems to us that the advantages of using tensor and connect in suitable types of statistical calculations are now clearly established introduction of more specifically geometrical notions has considerable remains a challenging task to introduce such ideas in a way that is statistic natural.
